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Regardless of how you define an active life, we have been there. 
We have protected your knees on the handball court. Supported 
your back through tough times. Warmed your joints during your 
training and your everyday activities. And the best part is that 
we have done all this with products developed together with 
you. With quality, function and design customized for you and 
your everyday needs. 

This is something we will continue to do.

Enable your 
full potential
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Rx
Rx /recipe/ means “Prescription” in Latin. This is what we call 
products that are developed to prevent injuries and increase 
performance.
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RX 

RX Knee Sleeve     105236-02  
SBR/Neoprene 3mm 

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

RX Knee Sleeve    105233-03
SBR/Neoprene 3mm   
We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

LIGHT

RX Knee Sleeve     105230-03 
SBR/Neoprene 3mm  

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

LIGHT

RX Knee Sleeve       105206-04 
SBR/Neoprene 3mm  

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

XXS XXSXXL
SUPPORT GRADESIZES

LIGHT

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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RX

RX Knee Sleeve    105301-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm   
We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control.

SUPPORT GRADESIZES
MEDIUM

RX Knee Sleeve                                          105304-01 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  
We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

RX Knee Sleeve      105307-01 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm      

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

RX Knee Sleeve            105309-01   
SBR/Neoprene 5mm 

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control.

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

MEDIUM

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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RX 

RX Knee Sleeve            105306-04
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent 
injuries and maximize your workout performance. Our 
anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and 
support throughout the joint extension. The combination 
of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and 
improves your muscle control. 

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

MEDIUM

RX Knee Sleeve             105308-02 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries 
and maximize your workout performance. Our anatomical 
4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth 
and compression keeps your knee safer and improves 
your muscle control. 

RX Knee Sleeve           105333-03    
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries 
and maximize your workout performance. Our anatomical 
4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth 
and compression keeps your knee safer and improves your 
muscle control. 

RX Knee Sleeve 105317-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent 
injuries and maximize your workout performance. Our 
anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and 
support throughout the joint extension. The combination 
of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and 
improves your muscle control. 

RX Knee Sleeve         105320-01    
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  
We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent 
injuries and maximize your workout performance. Our 
anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and 
support throughout the joint extension. The combination 
of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and 
improves your muscle control.

RX Knee Sleeve                   105314-02 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent 
injuries and maximize your workout performance. Our 
anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and 
support throughout the joint extension. The combination 
of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and 
improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
SUPPORT GRADESIZES

MEDIUMSINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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RX

RX Junior Knee Sleeve           105306-51
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  
We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize workout 
performance. A replica of the RX Knee Sleeve in smaller sizes for younger athletes. 
Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support throughout the joint 
extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and 
improves your muscle control. 

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

MEDIUM

RX Knee Sleeve                105311-01 
(Limited Edition)                 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

RX Knee Sleeve                 105313-01  
(Limited Edition)               
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

RX Knee Sleeve    105366-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm   
We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control.

SUPPORT GRADESIZES
MEDIUM

LAUNCHES IN Q1, 2020

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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RX 

RX Knee Sleeve 105417-02 
SBR/Neoprene 7mm

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

STRONG

RX Knee Sleeve  105436-02
Neoprene 7mm

We developed this high durability Rehband sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize 
your workout performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and 
support throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression 
keeps your knee safer and improves your muscle control.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

STRONG

RX Knee Sleeve                     105409-01  
SBR/Neoprene 7mm

We developed this high durability Rehband sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your 
workout performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

STRONG

RX Knee Sleeve                     105466-01
SBR/Neoprene 7mm

We developed this high durability Rehband sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your 
workout performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

STRONG
LAUNCHES IN Q1, 2020

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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RX

RX Knee Sleeve  105401-01
SBR/Neoprene 7mm

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control.

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

RX Knee Sleeve                                      105434-03  
Neoprene 7mm  

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and support 
throughout the joint extension. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knee safer and improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

RX Original Knee Sleeve          7084
Neoprene 7mm
We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent 
injuries and maximize your workout performance.  Our 
construction provides comfort and support throughout 
the joint extension. The combination of warmth and 
compression keeps your knee safer and improves your 
muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

STRONG STRONG

STRONG

RX Original V Knee Sleeve    7051
Neoprene 7mm
We developed this high durability sleeve with heavy-duty 
support to maximize your workout performance. The 
legendary sleeve that provides comfort and support has 
been loved for decades. The combination of warmth and 
compression keeps your knee safer and improves your 
muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

STRONG

RX Knee Sleeve 105406-05 
Neoprene 7mm  
We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent 
injuries and maximize your workout performance. Our 
anatomical 4-panel construction provides comfort and 
support throughout the joint extension. The combination 
of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and 
improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

STRONG

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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RX 

RX Elbow Sleeve 102333-04  
SBR/Neoprene 5mm/3mm  

This high durability sleeve prevents injuries and maximizes 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel fit provides support 
throughout the joint extension. Warmth and compression 
keep your elbow safer and improve muscle control. 

RX Elbow Sleeve 102331-03  
SBR/Neoprene 5mm/3mm  

This high durability sleeve prevents injuries and maximizes 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel fit provides support 
throughout the joint extension. Warmth and compression 
keep your elbow safer and improve muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
SUPPORT GRADESIZES

MEDIUM

RX Elbow Sleeve 102306-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm/3mm  

This high durability sleeve prevents injuries and maximizes 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel fit provides support 
throughout the joint extension. Warmth and compression 
keep your elbow safer and improve muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

RX Original Elbow Sleeve 7081
Neoprene 5mm 
This high durability sleeve with heavy-duty support 
maximizes your workout performance. An anatomical 
construction provides comfort and support throughout 
the joint extension. Warmth and compression keep your 
elbow safer and improve your muscle control.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

RX Elbow sleeve             102311-01 
(Limited Edition)              
SBR/Neoprene 5mm/3mm

This high durability sleeve prevents injuries and maximizes 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel fit provides support 
throughout the joint extension. Warmth and compression 
keep your elbow safer and improve muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

RX Elbow Sleeve            102313-01 
(Limited Edition)              
SBR/Neoprene 5mm/3mm

This high durability sleeve prevents injuries and maximizes 
performance. Our anatomical 4-panel fit provides support 
throughout the joint extension. Warmth and compression 
keep your elbow safer and improve muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

STRONG
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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RX

RX Shin & Calf Sleeve 106306-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  

We developed this high durability sleeve to protect your shin and calf from abrasion 
and inflammation. The anatomical fit provides comfort and support. The combination of 
warmth and compression keeps your shin and calf safer and improves muscle control.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

RX Shin & Calf Sleeve      106317-03
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  
We developed this high durability sleeve to protect your shin and calf from abrasion 
and inflammation. The anatomical fit provides comfort and support. The combination of 
warmth and compression keeps your shin and calf safer and improves muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

RX Wrist Sleeves      101306-02 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  

These high durability wrist sleeves  positively impact wrist agility and  grip within a variety of 
sports. Protects from chafing. These high durability sleeves provide warmth and support 
to wrist joints and muscles. The ideal sport accessory. It supports your journey to results.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

RX Shin & Calf Sleeve     106312-04  
SBR/Neoprene 5mm  

We developed this high durability sleeve to protect your shin and calf from abrasion 
and inflammation. The anatomical fit provides comfort and support. The combination of 
warmth and compression keeps your shin and calf safer and improves muscle control.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUMSINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR
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RX 

RX Kinesiology Tape 018003-01003
Cotton, Elastane, Acrylic Glue 

For a better receptive input and increased coordination to 
enhance performance. Stretchable, water resistant and is 
not made with natural rubber latex. Wear up to 6 days.  

RX Kinesiology Tape 018012-01003
Cotton, Elastane, Acrylic Glue 

For a better receptive input and increased coordination to 
enhance performance. Stretchable, water resistant and is 
not made with natural rubber latex. Wear up to 6 days.  

LIGHT
SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT
SUPPORT GRADE

RX Wrist Sleeves            101311-01 
(Limited Edition)              
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

These high durability wrist sleeves  positively impact wrist 
agility and  grip within a variety of sports. Protects from 
chafing. These high durability sleeves provide warmth 
and support to wrist joints and muscles. The ideal sport 
accessory. 

RX Wrist Sleeves            101313-01 
(Limited Edition)              
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

These high durability wrist sleeves  positively impact wrist 
agility and  grip within a variety of sports. Protects from 
chafing. These high durability sleeves provide warmth 
and support to wrist joints and muscles. The ideal sport 
accessory. 

SUPPORT GRADE SUPPORT GRADESIZES SIZES

LIGHT LIGHT

RX Original Back Support   7082    
Neoprene 7mm
We developed this high durability back support to prevent  
injuries and maximize your workout performance. 
Provides compression and warmth, offers soft tissue  
support and eases pain. Extra stability for heavy lifting  
or intense or chronic back pain. Classified as a medical  
device, it delivers results. 

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

RX Thumb Sleeves              108106-01 
SBR/Neoprene 1.5mm  

We developed these thumb sleeves to maximize your 
lifting potential and to minimize the problem of painful 
thumbs in hook grip. They protect your thumbs from 
barbell abrasion and keep your thumbs safer.

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

LIGHTS–M L–XL

STRONG
SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR
SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR



x-Rx
Rx /recipe/ means “Prescription” in Latin. X-RX is what we call 
our products that are developed to prevent injuries, increase 
performance and provide extra support.



X–RX 
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X-RX Wrist Support   131306-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

A high durability support with anatomical fit. Open-grip, especially suited for strongman. 
A semi-flexible strap offers individual adjustment. The combination of warmth and 
compression increases blood circulation and stability. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

RIGHTLEFT

REPLACES ARTICLE 
NUMBER 7793 WITH 

DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1MEDIUM

X-RX Wrist Wrap  131106-01
Polyester, Elastane, Cotton

We developed this rigid but yet flexible wrist wrap to maximize your lifting potential. Our 
construction provides stability and support throughout the joint extension and thumb hook 
ensures a secure and correct placement of the wrap. The length of the strap allows for 
an individual adjustment. The stretch material further allows for an individual adjustment 
where the tightness can be adopted to your needs or depending on the exercise. Used for 
prevention of excessive wrist extension.

SIZES

ONE SIZE
SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR



X-RX
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X-RX Lifting Belt                                         133306-01 
Polyamide 

A high durability lifting belt developed to provide support and maximize workout 
performance. The straight design with a 12 cm width is ideal for heavy lifting. The 
adjustable lifting belt has a strong hook-and-loop fastening that offers high 
stability support for the abdomen and lower back. Provides the perfect 
combination of stabilization and compression. 

X-RX Back Support                                    133406-01 
SBR/Neoprene 7mm

A high durability support to prevent injuries and maximize workout performance. 
Co-designed with strongman athletes and especially suited for heavy lifting. 
Includes an adjustable weightlifting belt, that can be used for additional support 
on the main SBR/Neoprene belt. Provides the perfect combination of warmth, 
stabilization and compression.

SUPPORT GRADESIZES REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7792 
WITH DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

STRONG STRONG



X–RX 
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X-RX Elbow Support 132406-01
SBR/Neoprene 7mm/5mm

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize performance. 
Co-designed with strongman athletes. The anatomical construction provides comfort and 
support throughout the joint extension. Warmth and compression keep your elbow safer 
and improve your muscle control. Pulling straps for adjustment.

SIZES
RIGHTLEFT

X-RX Knee Support                          135406-01
SBR/Neoprene 7mm

A high durability support developed to prevent injuries and maximize workout 
performance. Co-designed with strongman athletes. An anatomical construction 
provides comfort and support throughout the joint extension. Pulling straps for individual 
adjustment. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and 
improves your muscle control. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE SUPPORT GRADE

STRONG STRONG
REPLACES ARTICLE NUM-

BER 7790 WITH DESIGN 
UPDATE IN Q1

REPLACES 
ARTICLE NUMBER 

7791 WITH DESIGN 
UPDATE IN Q1SINGLE

SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR



QD
QD /quaque die/ means “Every day” in Latin. This is what we call 
our lightweight products that can be used for every day support, 
while maintaining the agility of movement.



QD
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SIZES SIZES SUPPORT GRADESUPPORT GRADE

QD Compression Tights Women       623006-03 
Recycled Polyamide, Elastane

A highly durable compression product that helps to minimize fatigue and muscle soreness. 
The compression tights apply pressure to the body and are designed to be an ideal fit for 
an active lifestyle. The graduated compression makes your brain and body more aware 
of your movements, improving muscle coordination and balance. By increasing blood 
circulation, the compression also helps you to recover faster, by removing waste products 
and reducing lactic acid in the muscles. The tights support your journey to results. 

QD Compression Tights Men      613006-03 
Recycled Polyamide, Elastane

A highly durable compression product that helps to minimize fatigue and muscle soreness. 
The compression tights apply pressure to the body and are designed to be an ideal fit for 
an active lifestyle. The graduated compression makes your brain and body more aware 
of your movements, improving muscle coordination and balance. By increasing blood 
circulation, the compression also helps you to recover faster, by removing waste products 
and reducing lactic acid in the muscles. The tights support your journey to results. 

LIGHTLIGHT



QD
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SIZES

QD Thermal Shorts                          804106-01 
SBR/Neoprene 1,5mm

These soft thermal shorts are developed to prevent injuries and increase workout 
performance. The shorts provide comfort and warmth throughout the hip, groin and thigh 
area. They enable a quicker warm up and recovery after the undertaken activity. For 
prevention, strains and inflammations in the groin, hips and lumbar region. It supports 
your journey to results.

SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT
REPLACES ARTICLE

NUMBER 7981

QD Thermal Shorts                          804103-01 
SBR/Neoprene 1,5mm

These soft thermal shorts are developed to prevent injuries and increase workout 
performance. The shorts provide comfort and warmth throughout the hip, groin and thigh 
area. They enable a quicker warm up and recovery after the undertaken activity. For 
prevention, strains and inflammations in the groin, hips and lumbar region. It supports 
your journey to results.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT
REPLACES ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7981

SIZES

QD Thermal Shorts                          804101-01 
SBR/Neoprene 1,5mm

These soft thermal shorts are developed to prevent injuries and increase workout 
performance. The shorts provide comfort and warmth throughout the hip, groin and thigh 
area. They enable a quicker warm up and recovery after the undertaken activity. For 
prevention, strains and inflammations in the groin, hips and lumbar region. It supports 
your journey to results.

SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT
REPLACES ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7981

QD Thermal Shorts                          804104-01 
SBR/Neoprene 1,5mm

These soft thermal shorts are developed to prevent injuries and increase workout 
performance. The shorts provide comfort and warmth throughout the hip, groin and thigh 
area. They enable a quicker warm up and recovery after the undertaken activity. For 
prevention, strains and inflammations in the groin, hips and lumbar region. It supports 
your journey to results.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT
REPLACES ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7981



SIZES

QD
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QD Compression             614006-02
Shorts Polyester, Elastane    
We developed these high durability compression shorts 
to help minimize fatigue and muscle soreness. Developed 
with a high mobility design to allow for a great fit.

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

LIGHT

QD Thermal Zone           814106-01
Shorts Men  
Recycled Polyamide, Elastane, 2mm perforated 
SBR/Neoprene
We developed these highly durable, anatomically shaped 
warming shorts to help prevent injuries and increase 
muscle coordination. High mobility design with integrated 
thermal zones strategically targeting the hips, thighs and 
upper IT-band area. 

SIZES

QD Thermal Zone               824106-01         
Shorts Women 
Recycled Polyamide, Elastane, 2mm perforated 
SBR/Neoprene

We developed these highly durable, anatomically shaped 
warming shorts to help prevent injuries and increase 
muscle coordination. High mobility design with integrated 
thermal zones strategically targeting the hips, thighs and 
upper IT-band area. 

SIZES

QD Compression Top Men                        619006-02
Polyester, Elastane

We developed this high durability compression top to support and stabilize the shoulders, 
back and stomach and to help minimize fatigue and muscle soreness. The result is an 
improved performance. The flat-lock seam, raglan construction, silicone lining in the waist 
and highly breathable material ensures comfort and flexibility of movement while training. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

QD Compression Top Women                  629006-01 
Polyester, Elastane          

We developed this high durability compression top to support and stabilize the shoulders, 
back and stomach and to help minimize fatigue and muscle soreness. The result is an 
improved performance. The flat-lock seam, raglan construction, silicone lining in the waist 
and highly breathable material ensures comfort and flexibility of movement while training. 

SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

SUPPORT GRADE SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHTLIGHT



QD Compression Socks 
Polyester, Elastane

High durability compression socks to help boost recovery and increase performance. 
Graduated compression and stability zones give comfort, muscle containment and 
support. Protects your shin and calf from abrasion. Seamless toe, breathable material 
and shock absorbing sole.

SIZES

S (37-39)XS (35-37) M (39-41) L (41-43) XL (43-46)

QD
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QD Thermal Zone Top Women                829106-01 
Recycled Polyamide, Elastane, 2mm perforated SBR/Neoprene

We developed this highly durable, anatomically shaped warming top to help prevent 
injuries and increase muscle coordination. High mobility design with integrated thermal 
zones strategically targeting the spine, neck, shoulder and lower back area.

SIZES

QD Thermal Zone Top Men                        819106-01                   
Recycled Polyamide, Elastane, 2mm perforated SBR/Neoprene

We developed this highly durable, anatomically shaped warming top to help prevent 
injuries and increase muscle coordination. High mobility design with integrated thermal 
zones strategically targeting the spine, neck, shoulder and lower back area. 

SIZES

607101-01 QD Compression Socks                                607106-01
Polyester, Elastane

High durability compression socks to help boost recovery and increase performance. 
Graduated compression and stability zones give comfort, muscle containment and 
support. Protects your shin and calf from abrasion. Seamless toe, breathable material 
and shock absorbing sole.

SIZES

S (37-39)XS (35-37) M (39-41) L (41-43) XL (43-46)
SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT
SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

SUPPORT GRADE SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHTLIGHT
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QD Compression Socks                          607104-02
Polyester, Elastane

High durability compression socks to help boost recovery and increase performance. 
Graduated compression and stability zones give comfort, muscle containment and 
support. Protects your shin and calf from abrasion. Seamless toe, breathable material 
and shock absorbing sole.

QD Compression Socks                          607113-01 
Polyester, Elastane

High durability compression socks to help boost recovery and increase performance. 
Graduated compression and stability zones give comfort, muscle containment and 
support. Protects your shin and calf from abrasion. Seamless toe, breathable material 
and shock absorbing sole.

QD Compression Socks                          607103-01 
Polyester, Elastane

High durability compression socks to help boost recovery and increase performance. 
Graduated compression and stability zones give comfort, muscle containment and 
support. Protects your shin and calf from abrasion. Seamless toe, breathable material 
and shock absorbing sole.

QD Compression Socks                          607116-01 
Polyester, Elastane

High durability compression socks to help boost recovery and increase performance. 
Graduated compression and stability zones give comfort, muscle containment and 
support. Protects your shin and calf from abrasion. Seamless toe, breathable material 
and shock absorbing sole.

SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

SIZES

S (37-39)XS (35-37) M (39-41) L (41-43) XL (43-46)

SIZES

S (37-39)XS (35-37) M (39-41) L (41-43) XL (43-46)

SIZES

S (37-39)XS (35-37) M (39-41) L (41-43) XL (43-46)

SIZES

S (37-39)XS (35-37) M (39-41) L (41-43) XL (43-46)



SUPPORT GRADE

QD
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QD Compression Socks                          607117-01 
Polyester, Elastane

High durability compression socks to help boost recovery and increase performance. 
Graduated compression and stability zones give comfort, muscle containment and 
support. Protects your shin and calf from abrasion. Seamless toe, breathable material 
and shock absorbing sole.

SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT
SIZES

S (37-39)XS (35-37) M (39-41) L (41-43) XL (43-46)

QD Compression Calf Sleeves     716006-01 
Polyamide/Elastane      
We developed these high durability calf sleeves to prevent lactic acid build-up and to 
reduce swelling. The compression helps to minimize fatigue and muscle soreness in  
your calves.  

SIZES

XXL-XXXL
SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

QD Forearm Sleeves                                                  111106-01
SBR/Neoprene 1.5mm

We developed these high durability forearm sleeves to protect from scratches and 
abrasion, to warm joints and muscles, prevent lactic acid build-up and to reduce swelling 
during endurance sports. The compression helps to minimize fatigue and muscle 
soreness in your forearms. 

QD Compression Arm Sleeves     712006-01 
Polyamide/Elastane                     

We developed these high durability arm sleeves to prevent lactic acid build-up and to 
reduce swelling. The compression helps to minimize fatigue and muscle soreness in  
your arms. 

SIZES SIZES

XXL-XXXL LIGHT
SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR
SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR
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QD Knee Sleeve                  7953
SBR/Neoprene 3mm

We developed this high durability, lightweight sleeve to 
prevent injuries and maximize your workout performance. 
Our anatomical panel construction provides comfort and 
support throughout the joint extension. The combination 
of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer  
and increases blood circulation. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

QD Knitted Knee Sleeve      6903        
Polyamide, Polyester, Elastane

Lightweight knee support for stabilization, prevention and 
pain relief. Designed in a knitted breathable fabric. The 
anatomical shape and elastic strap gives extra comfort 
and fit.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

QD Elbow Sleeve                 112206-01  
SBR/Neoprene 1,5mm/3mm

This high durability sleeve prevents injuries and maximizes 
performance. The anatomical panel construction provides 
support throughout the joint extension. Warmth and 
compression keep your elbow safe. For inflammatory 
conditions and muscle strains. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE
LIGHT

REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7921 WITH 
DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

QD Knitted Back Support    6902
Polyamide, Polyester, Elastane, Plastic splints

Support with stabilizing splints. Used for pain, bad 
posture, overload and prevention. Designed in a 
breathable woven fabric for all-day use. Hook-and-loop 
fasteners for adjustment. Extension kit for comfortable 
individual positioning. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

QD Back Support          113306-01 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

We developed this flexible back support to prevent 
injuries and maximize your workout performance. It 
ensures stability, provides compression and soft tissue 
support. Designed to ease pressure and offer warmth 
and pain relief in the muscles and joints of the lower 
back. For lumbago, overuse and back strain injuries. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
REPLACES ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7730  

QD Back Support          113206-01 
SBR/Neoprene 3mm

This high durability, lightweight back support prevents 
injuries and maximizes performance. It provides 
compression and warmth, increases blood circulation and 
offers soft tissue support. Eases back pains and strains. 
Enables a quicker recovery. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT
REPLACES ARTICLE 
NUMBER 7930 WITH 

DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR



SIZES SUPPORT GRADE
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QD Thigh Support    114306-01 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

We developed this high durability thigh support to prevent injuries and maximize your 
rehabilitation training. Gives medium support. Adjustable hook-and-loop fasteners for 
individual fit. The combination of warmth and compression increases blood circulation, 
keeps your thigh safer and relieves pain. For pulled muscles. 

MEDIUM
REPLACES ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7740

QD Shoulder Support  119206-01
SBR/Neoprene 3mm

A high durability shoulder support for injury prevention, rehabilitation and continued training. 
Gives medium support. Soft and anatomically shaped for support and comfort. The 
combination of warmth and compression increases blood circulation, keeps your shoulder 
safer and relieves pain in and around your shoulder.

REPLACES ARTICLE 
NUMBER 7726

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

RIGHTLEFTLIGHT SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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QD Thigh Support     114206-01 
SBR/Neoprene 3mm

We developed this lightweight thigh support to prevent injuries and maximize your 
rehabilitation training. Gives light support. The combination of warmth and compression 
increases blood circulation, keeps your thigh safer and relieves pain. For pulled muscles. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER  
7940 WITH DESIGN UPDATE 

IN Q1LIGHT

QD Shin & Calf Sleeve      116206-01          
SBR/Neoprene 1.5mm/3mm

We developed this highly durable shin and calf sleeve to protect against scratches and 
abrasion, to warm muscles and tendons, prevent lactic acid build-up and to reduce 
swelling during endurance sports. The compression helps to minimize fatigue and muscle 
soreness in your calf and shin. It supports your journey to results.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHTSINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR



SUPPORT GRADESIZES
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QD  Shin & Calf Sleeve  116306-01 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

A high durability support developed to prevent injuries and 
maximize performance. Protects the shin and calf from 
abrasion, inflammatory conditions and muscle ruptures. 
Anatomical fit provides comfort. The combination of 
warmth and compression keeps your shin and calf safer, 
increases blood circulation and saves energy. 

QD Knitted Ankle Support 6905
Polyamide, Polyester, Elastane

Soft ankle support for stabilization, prevention and 
pain relief when suffering from ankle weakness, pain 
or sprains. Anatomical shape and design in a knitted 
breathable fabric.

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

LIGHT

QD Ankle Support  117206-01  
SBR/Neoprene 1,5mm/3mm 
A high durability, lightweight ankle support developed 
for injury prevention and rehabilitation. Gives soft tissue 
support and increases blood circulation. Anatomical 
construction. The combination of warmth and 
compression keeps your ankle safer. 

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

LIGHT

REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7973 WITH 
DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

QD Ankle Support  117306-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm/3mm

We developed this flexible, anatomically shaped ankle 
support to prevent injuries and maximize rehabilitation 
training. The combination of warmth and compression 
keeps your ankle safer, increases blood flow and stability 
in the area. For achilles tendon injuries and stiffness in 
the foot or ankle joint. 

QD Wrist &                    111206-01 
Thumb Support 
SBR/Neoprene 1,5mm

We developed this high durability support to prevent 
injuries and ease recovery. It provides warmth and 
stability. Designed to prevent mild strains and/or 
inflammations of the hand and forearm. 

MEDIUM

REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7760 

SUPPORT GRADESHOE SIZES 35–46

MEDIUM

REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER  7770 WITH 
DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

SIZES

ONE SIZE 
SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7910 WITH 
DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR SINGLE

SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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QD Gel Insole                207806-01
Polyurethane, Polyester

We developed this high durability insole with high shock absorption capabilities 
to decrease strain on the foot, knee, hips and back. With Technogel®, a unique 
polyurethane based gel, it provides support and comfort. Anatomically shaped and 
lightweight. Self-adhesive for fixation in the shoe. It supports your journey to results.

QD Multi Pad 202806-01
Polyurethane, Polyester

We developed this high durability pad consisting of Technogel®, a unique polyurethane 
based gel with an excellent shock absorption. The pad supports the mid foot and unloads 
heel related problems. Self-adhesive for fixation in the shoe. Used for ruptured fat pad 
and prevention of heel problems.

SIZES

35-36 37-38 39-40 41-42 43-44 45-46 46-48
SIZES

SINGLE / PAIR
PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR
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QD Metatarsal Pad                                                    204806-01
Polyurethane

We developed this high durability pad to provide support and relief to the anterior arch of 
the foot. With Technogel®, a unique polyurethane based gel with high shock absorption, 
it provides support and comfort. Anatomical T-shape and self-adhesive for fixation in 
the shoe. 

QD Arch Support                                       203806-01 
Polyurethane, Polyester

We developed this high durability arch support to provide support and relief to the 
longitudinal arch. With Technogel®, a unique polyurethane based gel with high shock 
absorption, it provides support and comfort. Self-adhesive for fixation in the shoe. 

SIZES

QD Pronation/   206806-01 
Supination Wedge  
Polyurethane, Polyester

We developed this high durability insole that 
compensates for pronation or supination. With 
Technogel®, a unique polyurethane based gel with high 
shock absorption. The insole provides support to the 
outer or inner edge of the foot. Self-adhesive for fixation 
in the shoe. 

QD Heel Wedge                    205806-01
Polyurethane, Polyester

We developed this high durability heel wedge to reduce 
impact load and relieve pain in the heel area, leg and 
spine. With Technogel®, a unique polyurethane based 
gel with high shock absorption, it provides support and 
comfort. For pain relief due to Achilles tendon related 
problems.

QD Bone Spur Pad          201806-01          
Polyurethane, Polyester

We developed this high durability heel wedge to provide 
relief for heel spur and plantar fasciitis. With Technogel®, 
a unique polyurethane based gel with high shock 
absorption, it provides support and comfort.  
Self-adhesive for fixation in the shoe. 

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES

SIZES
37-38 39-40 41-42 43-44 44-45

SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR
SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR
PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR
PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR
PAIR
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SIZES

QD Heel Cup Basic Silicone  93237
Silicone

Anatomically designed to provide optimal impact, absorption and excellent support. The 
high edges of the cup help to keep the fat pad in optimal position under the heel bone.

SIZES

QD Heel Cup Soft Silicone        93238
Silicone

Provides excellent support and impact absorption. The cup has an extra soft relieving 
part and high edges to keep the fat pad in optimal position under the heel bone. Used 
for heel spur and ruptured fat pads.

QD T-Shaped Metatarsal Pad                     93300 
SBR, Synthetic leather

Supports and relieves the anterior arch of the foot. Anatomical fit. Self-adhesive for 
fixation in the shoe.

QD R+ Contour                93400
Polypropylene, Polyurethane

All-around insole with extra support for the heel area. Provides good relief for both the 
heel and the longitudinal arch in the foot.

SIZES
S (35-37) M (38-41) L (42-45) XL (46-48)

SIZES

38-40 41-43 44-46 47-48

SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR
SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR
PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR



PRN
PRN /pro re nata/ means “As needed” in Latin.  This is what we call 
our products with shock absorption capabilities used as needed to 
protect from impact, e.g. from hits and falls.
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PRN Original 
Elbow Pad
SBR/Neoprene 3mm
We developed this anatomical elbow support in 
cooperation with world top handball players. Use to 
maximize your performance in contact sports. Protects 
the elbow from blows and falls with an EVA foam pad. 
The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
elbow safer and increases blood circulation.

PRN Originals 
Knee Pads Junior
SBR/Neoprene 3mm
High durability pads developed to prevent injuries and 
maximize workout performance. Offer pads for extra 
protection. Designed for juniors. Our panel construction 
provides an anatomical fit. The combination of warmth 
and compression keeps your knees safer and increases 
blood circulation. 

PRN Original 
Elbow Pad Junior
SBR/Neoprene 3mm
A high durability pad developed to prevent injuries and 
maximize performance for contact sport athletes. An 
anatomical fit with pads. The combination of warmth and 
compression keeps your elbow safer and increases blood 
circulation. 

402303-50

405303-50

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE SUPPORT GRADESIZES

HIGH MEDIUM

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

REPLACES 
ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7721

402503-01

REPLACES 
ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7727

REPLACES 
ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7952

PRN Original                  405603-01
Knee Pad
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

We developed this knee protection pad in cooperation 
with world top handball players. With a anatomical fit, 
this pad provides an optimal positioning and comfort. 
The combination of warmth and compression keeps your 
knees safer and increases blood circulation. Protects the 
knee from blows and falls with an EVA foam pad.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

HIGH
REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7752

PRN Knee Pad  405306-01
- Impact  
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

High durability sleeves developed to prevent injuries and 
maximize performance for contact sport athletes. Our 
anatomical construction provides comfort and support 
while maintaining flexibility. The combination of warmth 
and compression keeps your knee safer and improves 
muscle control. Features shock absorbing pads. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
REPLACES 

ARTICLE 
NUMBER 7763

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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PRN Knee Pad  405506-01
- Advanced   
LD Polyurethane, EVA 

A high durability knee support developed to prevent injuries and maximize your 
workout performance. The material ventilates and prevents discomfort from warmth 
and perspiration. Extra short design with inserted stability splints in the back. The 
combination of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and has added 
protection. 

PRN Knee Pad                 405406-01
- Speed    
SBR/Neoprene 5mm/3mm 

We developed this high durability sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize workout 
performance for contact sport athletes. Our anatomical construction provides 
comfort and support while maintaining flexibility of movement. The combination 
of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and improves your muscle 
control. With our diamond velour protection pad, it delivers results.

PRN Knee Pads Junior    405306-50 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm/3mm 

These high durability sleeves prevent injuries and maximize performance for contact sport 
athletes. Designed for juniors. Our anatomical construction provides comfort and support 
while maintaining flexibility of movement. The combination of warmth and compression 
keeps your knee safer and improves muscle control. With a diamond velour protection 
pad, they deliver results.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

SIZES

RIGHTLEFT
SUPPORT GRADE

HIGH
REPLACING ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7765

REPLACING ARTICLE NUMBER 
405336-01

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
REPLACING ARTICLE NUMBER 

405436-01SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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PRN Elbow Pad Junior  402306-50
SBR/Neoprene 3mm/2mm

This high durability sleeve prevents injuries and maximizes workout performance for 
contact sport athletes. Our anatomical fit provides comfort and support while maintaining 
flexibility of movement. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your elbow 
safer and improves your muscle control. With our diamond velour protection pad, it 
delivers results.

PRN Elbow Pad 402406-01  
SBR/Neoprene 3mm/2mm

This high durability sleeve prevents injuries and maximizes workout performance for 
contact sport athletes. Our anatomical fit provides comfort and support while maintaining 
flexibility of movement. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your elbow 
safer and improves your muscle control. With our diamond velour protection pad, it 
delivers results.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
REPLACING ARTICLE NUMBER 

402436-01
SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
REPLACING ARTICLE NUMBER 

402336-01SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR



UD
UD /ut dictum/ means “As directed” in Latin. This is what we call 
our products, with additional supporting features used to target 
discomforts and injuries. 
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UD Runner’s Knee/ITBS Tights Men          813106-01
Recycled Polyamide, Elastane, SBR/Neoprene

Runner’s Knee/ITBS Tights belongs to a new generation of functional clothing designed 
using scientific evidence for its function. The tights pinpoint and ease symptoms of one 
of the most common injuries in endurance sports, Runner’s Knee/IT band related issues. 
Warmth and compression are directly targeting the areas associated with Runner’s 
Knee/ITBS. The result is pain relief and a prevention of reoccurring injuries. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

UD Runner’s Knee/ITBS Tights Women        823106-01   
Recycled Polyamide, Elastane, SBR/Neoprene 

Runner’s Knee/ITBS Tights belongs to a new generation of functional clothing designed 
using scientific evidence for its function. The tights pinpoint and ease symptoms of one 
of the most common injuries in endurance sports, Runner’s Knee/IT band related issues. 
Warmth and compression are directly targeting the areas associated with Runner’s 
Knee/ITBS. The result is pain relief and a prevention of reoccurring injuries. 

UD Achilles Support        807106-01                                                                    
Recycled Polyamide, Elastane, SBR/Neoprene 

Achilles Support belongs to a new generation of functional supports designed using 
scientific evidence for its function. It supports two of the most common overuse 
injuries; Shin Splints and Achilles Tendon Disorder. Warmth and compression ease the 
symptoms, relieve pain and prevent reoccurring injuries. 

LIGHT

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT
SUPPORT GRADESHOE SIZES 35–46

LIGHT
SINGLE / PAIR

PAIR
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UD Knee Sleeve             125306-01
Patella Opening                     
SBR/Neoprene 5mm

We developed this high durability brace to maximize your 
workout performance and rehabilitation training. A version 
of the Rehband Knee Support with an opening for patella 
for extra stabilization around the knee cap. Warmth and 
compression keep your knee safer and improves your 
muscle control. For overstrain and pain relief. 

UD Patella Stabilizing     125206-01
Knee Brace 
SBR/Neoprene 3mm, Polyamide, EVA pad

This high durability brace maximizes your workout 
performance and rehabilitation training. Our anatomical 
patella stabilizer has a pad for lateral or medial support 
of the knee cap. Two adjustable straps provide comfort 
and support throughout the joint extension. Warmth and 
compression keep your knee safer and improves your 
muscle control. 

UD X-Stable Knee Brace 125606-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm, Aluminum splints, M-Vent

We developed this high durability brace to maximize your 
recovery and rehabilitation training. With an anatomical fit, 
it stays in place and supports the knee joint laterally while 
reducing load on the knee. Aluminium splints and inelastic 
straps are added for extra support and stabilization. The 
combination of warmth and compression keeps your knee 
safer and improves your muscle control. For ligament injuries 
and knee instability.

UD Stable Knee Brace 125506-01 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm, Spiral splint, M-Vent

We developed this high durability anatomical brace to 
maximize your recovery and rehabilitation training. With 
built-in patellar support and flexible splints, the brace 
provides extra stabilization for the kneecap and joint. The 
combination of warmth and compression keeps your knee 
safer. For instability, ligament and meniscus injuries. 

UD Knee Strap 125806-01
Polyamide, Natural rubber

We developed this slim knee band with a relieving pad 
for the patellar tendon to maximize your recovery and 
rehabilitation training. Provides warmth, support and 
increases blood circulation. For Schlatter, Jumper’s knee 
and inflammations. 

UD Hyper-X Knee Brace 125706-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm, Aluminium splints, M-Vent 
A high durability brace for recovery and rehabilitation 
training. Firm cross-over straps across the back and 
aluminum splints on each side for extra stabilization. It 
reduces load of the knee and prevents hyperextension/
flexion. The combination of warmth and compression 
keeps your knee safer and improves your muscle control. 
For severe instability, pain relief and pre-operative or 
chronic instability of the anterior/posterior cruciate 
ligament (ACL/PCL).

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7754 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7783 WITH DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7759

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7781 WITH DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7782 WITH DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7757

STRONG

STRONGSTRONG

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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UD Adjustable Ankle Brace                     127306-01 
SBR/Neoprene, Hard plastic

A high durability, ankle brace with anatomical fit developed for injury prevention and 
rehabilitation. Offers a shoe extension, it maximizes stabilization. With a flexible fit and 
positioning in the shoe. Includes adapted plastic parts for extra stability. The combination 
of warmth and compression keeps your ankle safer and increases blood circulation.

UD X-Stable Ankle Brace             127606-01
EVA, Polyamide, Elastane

A slim ankle brace with a soft, anatomical fit developed for injury prevention and 
rehabilitation training. With 100% EVA foam stabilator it provides firm compression and 
soft tissue support while ensuring a natural movement. The combination of warmth and 
compression keeps your ankle safer and increases blood circulation. 

UD Knee Sleeve Patella Opening Junior    125306-50 
SBR/Neoprene 5mm             

We developed this highly durable sleeve to prevent injuries and maximize your workout 
performance. UD Knee Sleeve Patella Opening in smaller sizes for younger athletes. Our 
4-panel construction provides comfort and support throughout the joint extension. The 
combination of warmth and compression keeps your knee safer and improves your muscle 
control. For anterior knee pain due to patella instability.

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

SUPPORT GRADESHOE SIZES 36–46 REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7772 
WITH DESIGN UPDATE IN Q1

SUPPORT GRADESHOE SIZES 35–46

MEDIUM
REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 7761

STRONG

UD Knee Strap Junior   125806-50
Polyamide, Natural rubber

We developed this slim knee band with a relieving pad for the patellar tendon to maximize 
your recovery and rehabilitation training. UD Knee Strap in smaller sizes for younger 
athletes. Provides warmth, support and increases blood circulation. For Schlatter, 
Jumper’s knee and inflammations. 

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
LAUNCHES IN Q1, 2020

ONE SIZE 

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR



SIZES SUPPORT GRADE
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UD Wrist Brace 121306-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm, Aluminum splints

A high durability wrist brace with aluminium palmar splints. Anatomically shaped. 
Provides wrist, forearm and soft tissue support. For inflammation and overuse 
injuries. The combination of warmth and compression increases blood circulation and 
coordination. It enables a quicker recovery. 

UD Tennis Elbow Strap 122806-01
Polyamide

We developed this band to relieve the tendon insertion 
in the forearm and provide pain relief. It has a removable 
pelotte for individual adjustment and comfort. For tennis 
elbow or golf elbow.

UD Tennis Elbow Sleeve
SBR/Neoprene 3mm

A high durability sleeve with individual adjustment 
featuring a hook-and-loop closing and double pelottes. 
Relieves pressure on the tendon insertion and provides 
good pain relief. The combination of warmth and firm 
compression keeps your elbow safer and improves your 
muscle control. Used for tennis elbow or golf elbow. 

122206-01

UD Hyper-X Elbow Brace 122706-01
SBR/Neoprene 3mm, Aluminium splints, Polyester straps

We developed this high durability brace to maximize recovery and rehabilitation 
training. Firm cross-over straps across the back and aluminum splints on each side 
for extra stabilization. The combination of warmth and compression keeps your elbow 
safer and improves muscle control. For severe instability, pain relief and prevention of 
hyperextension. 

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

RIGHTLEFT
REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 

7710
REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 

7724

SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM

REPLACES 
ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7722 

SIZES

ONE SIZE 
SUPPORT GRADE

LIGHT

REPLACES 
ARTICLE 

NUMBER 7923 
WITH 

DESIGN 
UPDATE IN Q1

UD Lace-Up Ankle Brace    7774
Spacer Fabric in Polyester, Nylon straps
We developed this high durability lace-up textile ankle 
support to maximize rehabilitation training. Used for 
ligament instabilities, post-operatively after ligament 
ruptures, after ankle distortions and lateral collateral 
ligament ruptures. 

SUPPORT GRADESIZES

MEDIUM

STRONGSTRONG

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR

SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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UD X-Stable Back Support 123606-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm, Plastic splints

We developed this high durability back support to prevent injuries and maximize 
rehabilitation training. Provides compression and warmth, offers soft tissue support and 
eases pain. For intense or chronic back pain. Flexible and stabilizing with removable 
plastic splints and adjustable straps.

UD X-Stable Shoulder Brace 129606-01
SBR/Neoprene 5mm, Velour straps

An anatomical support for injury prevention, rehabilitation and continued training. 
Adjustable straps for stability settings. The open shoulder construction provides 
comfort, high mobility and anatomical fit while avoiding hyperextension. For 
instability, tensions and ruptures. The combination of warmth and compression 
increases blood circulation. 

SUPPORT GRADE

RIGHTLEFT
SIZES REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 

7731
SIZES SUPPORT GRADE

MEDIUM
REPLACES ARTICLE NUMBER 

7732

UD Balance Board                                      71031
ABS plastic

A balance board for improving strength and coordination. Used for 
prevention and rehabilitation of foot or knee joint injuries.

STRONG SINGLE
SINGLE / PAIR
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Rehband apparel
Wear your lifestyle
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Rehband Sweatshirt Women      920106-01                                                                    
Cotton/Polyester

Wear your lifestyle. The classic Women’s Rehband Sweatshirt. Designed with raglan 
sleeves in a soft, yet sporty, cotton and polyester blend. A sweater you can casually 
wear at any time.

Rehband Hoodie                  910106-02 
Cotton/Polyester

Wear your lifestyle. The Rehband Hoodie is a versatile unisex full-zip hoodie designed 
with raglan sleeves in a soft, yet sporty, cotton and polyester blend. Relaxed fit featuring 
large patch pockets for your belongings. A hoodie you can casually wear at any time.

SIZES SIZES

UNISEX
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Rehband T-Shirt Women        929106-01 
Cotton/Polyester

Wear your lifestyle. The Women’s Rehband T-Shirt with regular fit. Made from a soft and 
sporty cotton and with polyester blend for lasting wear. Rehband logo on the front and 
Rehband slogan on the back, a new detailed touch. Your go-to T- Shirt you can casually 
wear at any time.

Rehband Sweatshirt Men        910106-01                                                                 
Cotton/Polyester 

Wear your lifestyle. The classic Men’s Rehband Sweatshirt. Designed with raglan sleeves 
in a soft, yet sporty, cotton and polyester blend. A sweater you can casually wear at any 
time.

SIZES SIZES
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Rehband T-Shirt Women                            929101-01   
Cotton/Polyester
Wear your lifestyle. The Women’s Rehband T-Shirt with regular fit. Made from a soft and 
sporty cotton and with polyester blend for lasting wear. Rehband logo on the front and 
Rehband slogan on the back, a new detailed touch. Your go-to T- Shirt you can casually wear 
at any time.

Rehband T-Shirt Men                                    919106-01 
Cotton/Polyester

Wear your lifestyle. The Men’s Rehband T-Shirt with regular fit. Made from a soft and sporty 
cotton and with polyester blend for lasting wear. Rehband logo on the front and Rehband slo-
gan on the back, a new detailed touch. Your go-to T- Shirt you can casually wear at any time.

Rehband T-Shirt Men        919101-01  
Cotton/Polyester

Wear your lifestyle. The Men’s Rehband T-Shirt with regular fit. Made from a soft and 
sporty cotton and with polyester blend for lasting wear. Rehband logo on the front and 
Rehband slogan on the  back, a new detailed touch. Your go-to T- Shirt you can casually 
wear at any time.. 

SIZES SIZES

SIZES
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Rehband is a global brand with Scandinavian 
roots. With 60 years of experience we have 
achieved the status as one of the most prominent 
players on the international market. Our unique 
R&D capabilities, including many patented 
product features, combined with a relentless 
focus on functionality and design, gives us the 
ability to offer you one of the strongest product 
portfolios in the market.

ENABLE 
YOUR FULL 
POTENTIAL


